The J. Paul Getty Museum at the Getty Villa

Floor 1

101c Terracotta and Marble Vessels
101b Silver Treasures
101a Glass
101r Bronze Vessels
104 Gods and Goddesses
105 Luxury Vessels
106 Basilica
107 Monsters and Minor Deities
108 Temple of Herakles
109 Mythological Heroes
110 Stories of the Trojan War
111 Family Forum
113 TimeScape Room
114 Dionysos and the Theater

Family Forum
Ancient art comes alive in this hands-on discovery space for families. Find out what it was like to be an ancient artist or even a work of art through activities that encourage shared learning and discovery.

TimeScape Room
Learn more about Greek, Roman, and Etruscan art through interactive exhibits that focus on time, place, and artistic style in the ancient Mediterranean. Explore the collection in depth at two GettyGuide stations.
Reading Room
Browse books and catalogues related to the Villa, the antiquities collection, and current exhibitions.

GettyGuide Room
Use GettyGuide stations to view an interactive timeline of the collection, listen to curators, artists, and conservators, and watch videos of art-making techniques. Bookmark works of art and explore them later on the Web or e-mail them to family and friends.